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the seashore uses the traditional art of making waves to
encourage designers to dream up their own original ocean-

inspired environments and textures. for today’s designers, it
is vital to remember the importance of sustainability and

innovative thinking. as a result, the seashore offers 10,000
sound samples that can be used to simulate what nature

sounds and how the wind blows. designers can design their
own ocean environments, flora, and beach flora sounds for

their projects and share them with friends online. the
seashore is a new library for motu nks ii that extends the

popular seashore lfo parameters into a comprehensive library
of instrument-ready synthesizers. 10,000 sound samples are

included, and can be used to simulate the sounds of the
ocean, wind, waves, and sounds of beaches and wilderness.

eltek 1288 was designed as an all-in-one sound & music
production setup that was responsive, full featured, and

cutting edge. in addition to professional vst plugins, eltek
1288 features a high-quality interface, compact design, and

impressive connectivity for music production, live
performance, or studio. the eltek 1288 is equipped with a
powerful dual-channel eq for both preamps and individual
headphone amps, intuitive controls, high-quality build and
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components, along with gold-certified desktop and modular
power supplies and power supplies. the premium version of

the sound expander module integrates with roland’s existing
v-synth line for roland music production system (rms) users.
the two modules work together to allow users to expand the

voice of the instrument with roland’s sound expander
software. dual high-resolution headphone amps offer

exceptional detail, while streamlined interfaces and no-
nonsense controls help keep a musical creative flow. the

sound expander module also features the option to add a 1/4”
monitor or line out input with a choice of 24-bit/96 khz or

16-bit/96 khz direct output and a high-efficiency 24-bit audio
interface for professional audio connections. an integrated
usb port provides additional connectivity to a computer or

mobile device.
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the gaia vco mode generally allows for very slow modulation -
up to thousands of beats per second. however, i like to focus
on a limited subset of possibilities for my students in the vco
mode. i teach them the basic waveforms and they program

their own sets. we discuss the theory in intervals of beats per
second up to whatever the student wants. the generic waves
are their starting point and over time the student builds their

own set. i like to stick to simple vco modes to allow the
students to write the notes themselves. this allows them to
capture their sound in an immediate and inspiring way, and
as an added bonus it allows them to lose the scale quickly. it

is rarely useful to scale complex waveforms, so i typically
limit my students to two or three simple types. once the wave

is set, i let them choose the voice their oscillator will use. i
usually set one to be a square wave and the other to be a
sawtooth. i then ask them to choose the band pass filter to

connect them using a preset envelope. there are many
different approaches to learning synthesis, and this is one of

the areas that i have found to be most rewarding. this
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approach is focused on creating usable patches, and not a
particular model. i use the gaia as a guide in my teaching, but

it can be used anywhere. so, in terms of the gaia itself, the
sequencer is unique, and so are the arpeggiator. i like to show
off some complex arpeggio routines to demonstrate what can
be done using the sequencer. the sequencer also has a huge
potential for anything from complex chord and scale patterns
to melody and arpeggio ideas. perhaps it is most impactful for
generating grooves. creating and arranging grooves is a key

skill for musicians. 5ec8ef588b
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